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a b s t r a c t

The room temperature absorption spectra of nitrous oxide, N2O, have been recorded in

the 6950–7653 cm�1 spectral region at 2 and 10 Torr using a CW-CRDS spectrometer

based on 24 fibered DFB lasers. The achieved sensitivity (noise equivalent absorption

aminE5�10–11 cm�1) allowed detecting lines with intensities as low as 1�10–29 cm/

molecule. In the preceding contribution (Lu Y, Mondelain D, Liu AW, Perevalov VI, Kassi S,

Campargue A, J Quant Spectros and Radiat Transfer 2012;113:749–62), we reported the

assignment of more than 7200 N2O lines in the region and the derivation of the

corresponding spectroscopic parameters Gv, Bv, Dv and Hv. In the present work, more

than 1300 14N2
16O absolute line intensities of cold and hot bands belonging to the

DP¼12, 13 and 14 series of transitions have been measured (P¼2V1þV2þ4V3 is the

polyad number). The uncertainty of the obtained line intensity values varies from 4 to 7%

for the majority of the lines. The obtained dataset extends importantly the set of

measurements available in the literature, in particular for the DP ¼13 series for which

previous data were very limited. The DP¼12–14 effective dipole moment parameters

were fitted to the intensity values measured in this work and available in the literature.

The obtained sets of the dipole moment parameters allow reproducing the observed line

intensities within their experimental uncertainties. The calculated intensities of the

DP¼12, 13 and 14 bands of 14N2
16O assigned by CRDS in the 6950–7653 cm

�1
region

are provided as supplementary material.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The present contribution continues a series devoted to
the study of the near infrared absorption spectrum of nitrous
oxide by CW-Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy (CW-CRDS)
[1–5]. Overall, our CRDS studies cover the 5850–7920 cm�1
All rights reserved.

x: þ7 3822 492086.
region corresponding to the spectral range accessible with
the set of 80 fibered distributed feedback (DFB) laser diodes
used for high sensitivity CW-CRDS in Grenoble. Our previous
works were devoted to the assignment and line position
analysis of the large set of newly detected transitions.
In the present work, we report the derivation and modeling
of the line intensities of the main isotopologue, 14N2

16O, in
the 6950–7653 cm

�1
region. The line intensities of the

strongest bands of the region were already studied by Fourier
Transform spectroscopy (FTS) associated with long multipass
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Fig. 1. Overview CW-CRDS spectra of nitrous oxide between 7400 and

7650 cm�1 at 294.6 K and 10 Torr. Lines due to water present as an

impurity are observed near 7400 cm�1.
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cells [6–8]. But the very high sensitivity of the CRDS
technique allowed lowering the detectivity threshold by
about three orders of magnitude leading to the observations
of many new bands.

The global modeling of the line intensities of 14N2
16O

within the framework of the effective operator method has
been performed using the FTS intensity values in a wide
wavenumber range [7,9,10]. The region studied in this paper
corresponds to transitions belonging to the DP¼12, 13 and
14 series, where P¼2V1þV2þ4V3 is a polyad number (Vi¼1–

3 are the vibrational quantum numbers). In Ref. [7], the
eigenfunctions obtained with a previous set of effective
Hamiltonian parameters [11] were used for the fitting of
the effective dipole moment parameters of these series. We
have recently derived an improved set of effective Hamilto-
nian parameters [12] from a new fit of the measured line
positions available in the literature. The corresponding
eigenfunctions are used for the intensity calculations of the
present work. As a result of the important extension of the
experimental dataset and utilization of the eigenfunctions
corresponding to the new set of effective Hamiltonian
parameters the DP¼12–14 effective dipole moment para-
meters are significantly improved, in particular for the
DP¼13 series for which previous intensity measurements
were very limited [7].
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the CRDS spectrum of N2O near 7076 cm�1 to a

multiline simulation obtained with a Voigt profile. The spectrum was

recorded with a pressure of 10.0 Torr. Residuals are given in lower panel.
2. Experiment

For the present intensity retrieval, we use the same
spectra as those rovibrationally assigned in Ref. [5]. The N2O
spectra were recorded from 6950 to 7653 cm

�1
at Doppler

limited resolution using CW-Cavity Ring Down Spectro-
meter based on a series of fibered distributed feedback
(DFB) laser diodes [13–15]. The full 6950–7653 cm�1 range
was covered with the help of twenty four fibered DFB laser
diodes, each of them having a typical tuning range of about
35 cm�1 by temperature variation from �15 to 60 1C. The
ring down times ranged between 90 and 220 ms. About
60 min were needed for each DFB laser in order to complete
a temperature scan. The ringdown cell (142 cm long) was
filled with nitrous oxide in natural isotopic abundance (Air
Liquide, Alphagaz, purity Z99.99%). The pressure and the
ring down cell temperature were monitored during the
spectrum recordings. The spectra were obtained at pressure
of 10.0 Torr. Additional spectra were recorded at 2.0 Torr in
the regions corresponding to the strongest lines, since some
of them were too absorptive at 10 Torr.

The wavenumber calibration of the spectra was based on
the wavelength values provided by a lambdameter (Burleigh
WA-1650). The calibration was further refined using line
positions of H2O present as an impurity in the cell. Their
values were taken from the HITRAN database [16]. The
typical uncertainty on the line positions is 1�10�3 cm�1.
A noise equivalent absorption on the order of amin �5�
10�11 cm�1 was achieved. It led to the detection of lines
with intensity as small as 1�10�29 cm/molecule. The over-
view of the 10 Torr spectrum in the 7400–7650 cm�1 region
is presented in Fig. 1. The vibrational labeling of the strongest
bands given in this figure is the (P, ‘2, r) triplet [5] where P is
the polyad number, ‘2 the vibrational angular momentum
quantum number and r is a ranking number within the given
(P, ‘2) in ascending order

3. Line intensity retrieval

The line intensities were determined using an interactive
least-squares multi-line fitting program [17] (http://fityk.
nieto.pl/), which uses the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm
to minimize the deviation between the observed and
calculated spectra. A Voigt profile was adopted as line
shape. The Gaussian width was fixed to its theoretical

http://fityk.nieto.pl/
http://fityk.nieto.pl/
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Fig. 3. Overview comparison of the 14N2
16O line intensities measured in

the 6950–7653 cm
�1

region in the present work with the predictions

(upper panel) and the observations available in the literature [7,8]

(bottom panel). The line intensities are presented for T¼296 K.
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Doppler value. The integrated line absorbance, line posi-
tion and Lorentzian width of each line and the corre-
sponding local baseline assumed to be a linear function of
the wavenumber, were obtained from this multi-line
fitting procedure. An example of line profile fitting is
presented in Fig. 2.

The absolute line intensity or integrated absorption
coefficient per pressure unit ~S (in cm�2 atm�1 at tem-
perature T of the spectrum) was deduced from the
integrated absorption coefficient I using the equation

~S ¼
I

P,
ð1Þ

where P is the N2O partial pressure (in atm). Each ~S value
was then converted to the absorption line intensity S(T) (in
cm/molecule at T K) according to the following expression:

S Tð Þ ¼
1

NL

T

273:15
~S, ð2Þ

where NL¼2.68678�1019 molecule cm�3 atm�1 is the
Loschmidt number.

In total, 1325 line intensities were retrieved for eight
DP¼12, two DP¼13 and one DP¼14 cold bands and two
DP¼13 hot bands. The intensities of the majority of the
lines were retrieved from both the 2.0 and 10.0 Torr spectra.
The results of the measurements are summarized in Table 1.
The experimental uncertainty of the majority of the line
intensities is estimated to be between 4% and 7% but for very
weak and overlapped lines it reaches 50%. The measured
values of the 14N16O2 line intensities in natural isotopic
abundance are provided as Supplementary Material I.

Line intensities of the strongest bands of our region have
been reported from spectra recorded by Fourier Transform
Spectroscopy (FTS) by Wang et al. [8] and Daumont et al. [7].
Table 1
Summary of the line intensities retrieval.

DP Banda (P, ‘2, i)b Band center

(cm�1)

Jmax Nc Previous

studies

Cold bands

12 3600-0000 (12 0 9) 7029.843 33 44

12 4001-0000 (12 0 10) 7137.127 69 130 [7,8]

12 0(12)00-0000 (12 0 11) 7194.365 36 58

12 3201-0000 (12 0 12) 7214.679 72 105 [7,8]

12 5200-0000 (12 0 13) 7340.792 58 99 [7]

12 6000-0000 (12 0 14) 7463.985 71 126 [7,8]

12 6000-0000 (12 0 15) 7556.135 58 112 [7,8]

12 3600-0000 (12 0 16) 7640.474 56 64 [7]

13 0113-0000 (13 1 1) 7126.979 63 132 [7]

13 2112-0000 (13 1 7) 7443.004 49 38

14 0203-0000 (14 0 1) 7665.273 72 56 [7,8]

Hot bands

13 0203-0110 (14 0 1) 7076.507 52 92

13 0223-0110 (14 2 2) 7084.868 57 198

a Assignment according to the maximum value of the modulo of

expansion coefficient in the harmonic oscillator basis functions

V1 V ‘2

2 V3

�� E
.

b (P¼2V1þV2þ4V3, ‘2, i) is a cluster labeling for the upper vibra-

tional state of the band, where P is a polyad number, ‘2 is vibrational

angular momentum quantum number, and i is the order number within

the given values of P and ‘2 increasing with the energy.
c N is the number of lines for which the line intensities were

retrieved in this work.
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Fig. 4. Ratios of our measured line intensities to those measured by

Daumont et al. [7] (open triangles) and by Wang et al. [8] (open circles)

for the bands belonging to the DP¼12 and 14 series of transitions.
The obtained CRDS dataset is compared to the set of previous
FTS measurements in Fig. 3. The corresponding CRDS/FTS
intensity ratios are displayed in Fig. 4. The overall agreement
is reasonable but degrades for the weakest lines (lowest and
highest values of the angular momentum quantum number).
This results probably from the lack of sensitivity of the FTS
measurements leading to larger uncertainties for the weak
lines. For instance, in the case of the 0113-0000 band
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(DP¼13) only a few line intensities measured with large
uncertainties (20–30%) have been reported in Ref. [7]. In the
region of the band head of the strong 0003-0000 band the
residuals are rather large but they are within the error bars
which are also large because of the strong correlations
between parameters of the overlapped lines in the inverse
problem.

4. Modeling and fitting of the line intensities

The intensity S
V ’J0e0’VJe expressed as cm/molecule at a

temperature T of an absorption line corresponding to the
transition V’J

0

e
0

’VJe, where V and J are the vibrational index
and the angular momentum quantum number, respectively,
and e¼71 is the parity, related to the vibrational-rotational
transition moment squared W

V ’J0e0’VJe by the well known
equation

SV 0J0e0’VJe ¼
8p3

3hc
CgVJe

nV 0J0e0’VJe

Q ðTÞ
exp �

hcEVJe

kT

� �

1�exp �
hcnV 0J0e0’VJe

kT

� �� �
WV 0J0e0’VJe, ð3Þ

where EVJe is the energy of the lower state, n
V’J0e0’VJe is the

wavenumber of the transition, Q(T) is the total internal
partition function at temperature T, C is the natural isotopic
abundance and gVJe is the nuclear statistical weight, c is the
speed of the light in vacuum and h is Planck constant.

Within the framework of the method of effective opera-
tors, the vibrational-rotational transition moment squared is
calculated using the eigenfunctions of an effective Hamilto-
nian [18–20]. In this paper we use eigenfunctions of polyad
model of effective Hamiltonian published in our recent
paper [12]. The polyad number P¼2V1þV2þ3V3 results
from the approximate relations between the three harmonic
frequencies

o3 � 2o1 � 4o2: ð4Þ

Within the polyad model of effective Hamiltonian the
square of the transition dipole moment of a vibration-
rotation transition P

0

N
0

J
0

e
0

’P N Je is given by [19,20]

WP0N0J0e0’PNJe ¼ 2Jþ1ð Þ
X

2V1þV2þ4V3 ¼ P
‘2

X
2DV1þDV2þ4DV3 ¼ DP

D‘2 ¼ 0, 7 1, 7 2, :::

��������

Table 2
Characteristics of the input data used for the fit of the

Series DP Number of linesa Number of bands Jmax Ex

12 118(124) 1 55 5–

520(520) 7 48 4–

860(914) 16 56 1–

584(658) 8 69 4–

13 18(19) 1 25 10

412(527) 4 50 4–

14 21(21) 1 33 5%

250(254) 5 46 7–

416(467) 10 50 1–

72(93) 1 65 4–

a Number of fitted line intensities (number of observed line int
b RMS of fit for a given source.
�JCV1V2‘2V3

PNe
J0CV1þDV1 V2þDV2 ‘2þD‘2 V3þDV3

P0N0e0 M
D‘2j j
DV

�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fD‘2

DV V ,‘2ð Þ 1þd‘2 ,0þd‘0
2

,0�2d‘2 ,0d‘0
2

,0

� 	r
FDJ D‘2

J,‘2ð Þ

� 1þ
X

i

kDV
i Vi�

1

2
bDV

J þ2aK

� 	
2‘2þD‘2ð ÞD‘2þFD‘2

DV J,‘2ð Þ

 !�����
2

ð5Þ

Here di,j is the Kronecker symbol and JCV1V2‘2V3

PNe stands for
the expansion coefficient determining the eigenfunction
effective dipole moment parameters.

perimental uncertainty Reference RMS (%)b

10% Toth [6] 5.0

13% Wang et al. [8] 6.4

50% Daumont et al. [7] 7.1

7% This work 5.4

–46% Daumont et al. [7] 12.7

38% This work 11.0

Toth [6] 10.4

13% Wang et al. [8] 5.1

50% Daumont et al. [7] 6.8

7% This work 5.3

ensities).



Table 3
Effective dipole moment parameters of the DP¼12–14 series of transitions of 14N2

16O.

DP DV Dl2 M (D)
a

K2 bJ dj (or aK)b w RMS (%)

This work Ref. [7] This work Ref. [7] This work Ref. [7] This work Ref. [7]

12 0 0 3 0 2.964(3)c
�10–4 2.989(7)�10–4 2.5(3)�10–2 2.8(6)�10–2

�3.3(3)�10–4
�3.5(7)�10–4 0.9 6.4

2 0 2 0 �1.7(2)�10–6
�9(2)�10–6

1 2 2 0 4.24(1)�10–5 3.5(2)�10–5

4 0 1 0 2.756(3)�10–5 3.12(2)�10–5
�1.5(1)�10–5

�5(5)�10–6

3 2 1 0 1.47(4)�10–6
�4(2)�10–7

�4.6(7)�10–3 4(3)�10–2

2 4 1 0 �5.7(2)�10–7
�2.9(7)�10–7 2(1)�10–2

6 0 0 0 4.977(3)�10–6 4.01(3)�10–6

5 2 0 0 �6.85(3)�10–7
�9.3(6)�10–7

4 4 0 0 2.3(2)�10–8 1.3(4)�10–7

3 6 0 0 �5.29(6)�10–8

2 8 0 0 �1.22(1)�10–8

1 10 0 0 –0.99(1)�10–9

13 0 1 3 1 6.25(2)�10–6 6.6(3)�10–6 2.3(5)�10–2 –1.23(1)�10–2 –1.2(9)�10–2
�1.9(2)�10–2 1.6 11

2 1 2 1 2.69(6)�10–6 1.96(1)�10–2

14 1 0 3 0 1.154(1)�10–4 1.129(2)�10–4 1.8(5)�10–2 2(1)�10–2 5(3)�10–6 0.7 6.3

0 2 3 0 –6.23(2)�10–6
�5.70(7)�10–6

3 0 2 0 –1.521(5)�10–5
�2.11(1)�10–5

2 2 2 0 2.3(9)�10–7
�3.4(2)�10–6

1 4 2 0 1.2(4)�10–7
�2.9(8)�10–7

5 0 1 0 3.14(2)�10–6 3.28(7)�10–6

a All the parameters values are in Debye, except for K2, bJ, dJ, and aK, which are dimensionless.
b The values of dJ parameter are presented for DP¼12 and 14 series of transitions but for DP¼13 series the value of parameter aK is given.
c The values between parentheses represent three standard deviations in the units of the last digit quoted.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the CRDS intensity values to the line intensities

predicted with the previous set of the effective dipole moment para-
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parameters (open triangles). Upper panel: 3600-0000 band (DP¼12)
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of the lower state

Cef f
PNJe ¼

X
2V1þV2þ4V3 ¼ P

‘2

JCV1V2‘2V3

PNe jV1V29‘2 V3Je
�� 


ð6Þ

The summation runs over all states within the polyad
involved. The definition of the Wang-type basis functions
V1 V2 ‘2j j V3J e
�� 


is given, for example, in Ref. [19]. In the

same way, J0CV1V2‘2V3

P0N0e0 stands for the expansion coefficient

within the upper-state polyad. The functions FDJ D‘2
J, ‘2ð Þ

for D‘2 ¼ 0, 71 are equal to the Clebsh–Gordon coeffi-

cients 1 D‘2 J ‘2 JþDJð Þ ‘2þD‘2ÞÞð
���

, related to the Hönl-

London factors by the equation

9ð1 D‘2 J ‘29 JþDJð Þ ‘2þD‘2ÞÞð
��2 ¼ LD‘2

DJ

2Jþ1
: ð7Þ

The fD‘2

DV V ,‘2ð Þ functions are listed in Table 1 of Ref. [21]

for small values of the quantum number differences DV.

The Herman-Wallis-type functions FD‘2

DV J,‘2ð Þ appearing in

Eq. (5) are given in Ref. [22]. Here, only the two first terms
were used

FDV
DJ D‘2

J, ‘2ð Þ ¼ bDV
J mþdDV

J m2 ð8Þ

for D‘2 ¼ 0, 71 matrix elements with m¼� J , Jþ1 for
P- and R-branches, respectively. The parameters of the
matrix elements of the effective dipole moment operator

M
D‘2j j
DV , kDV

i i¼ 1,2,3ð Þ, aDV
K , bDV

J , dDV
J are determined by

least squares fitting to the observed line intensities.
The line intensities from this work and those from

Daumont et al. [7], Wang et al. [8] and Toth [6] were used
to fit the effective dipole moment parameters of the
DP¼12, 13 and 14 series of bands. The characteristics of
the input data are given in Table 2. The intensity values
were weighted according to their uncertainties included
in Table 2. In Ref. [7], the uncertainties of the individual
lines are provided. In Ref. [6] for different lines two
uncertainties are given: 5% and 10%. In Ref. [8], three
gradations of the accuracy of the line intensities are given:
uncertainties are 5% for well-isolated lines, 7% for the
majority of the lines and 13% for very weak or overlapped
lines. For our measurements we also used three gradations
for the uncertainty values: 4% for well-isolated lines, 5% for
the majority of the lines and 7% for very weak lines. In the
case of the DP¼13 bands, we attached an uncertainty value
to each line because the majority of these lines are weak or
blended. As a rule, strongly overlapped lines and lines with
uncertainties larger than 38% were excluded from the fits.

The partition function from Ref. [23] was used in all fits.
The weighted standard deviation of the fits, w, of the

DP¼12 and 14 series does not exceed 1.0 indicating that
the obtained sets of effective dipole moment parameters
reproduce the measured line intensities within their
experimental uncertainties. The overall agreement is illu-
strated in Fig. 5 where the ratios of the experimental and
fitted values of the line intensities are displayed. In the
case of the DP¼13 series, we obtained w¼1.6 which may
indicate that the experimental uncertainties of these
weak lines have been underestimated.
In Table 3, the fitted sets of the effective dipole moment
parameters are presented and compared to their previous
determination by Daumont et al. [7]. A good agreement is
noted for the effective dipole moment parameters which are
responsible for the line intensities of the strongest bands but
most of the Herman-Wallis coefficients differ considerably in
value and even in sign. This is mainly due to the fact that the
eigenfunctions used in Ref. [7] for the intensity calculations
were obtained with our previous set of effective Hamiltonian
parameters [11]. But since 1999, a lot of new measurements
of 14N2

16O line positions were published, in particular from
our CRDS studies in the 5800–7900 cm

�1
region [1–5].

Because of the high sensitivity, these CRDS measurements
involved very weak bands and hot bands reaching highly
excited vibrational states up to 10,000 cm�1. We have
recently performed a new fit of the effective Hamiltonian
parameters [12] based of the exhaustive review of the
published data. The eigenfuctions corresponding to the new
set of effective Hamiltonian parameters were used in the
present work for the intensity calculations. The second
reason of the differences in the obtained effective dipole
moment parameters is that the input dataset was consider-
ably enlarged in the present fit by adding intensity values of
five new bands and many new high J transitions of the others
(see Table 2). In addition, line intensities from Ref. [8] were
not used in Ref. [7] but are included in the present fit.
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5. Conclusion

New CRDS measurements of 14N2
16O line intensities in

the 6950–7653 cm
�1

region and improved eigenfunc-
tions [12] have allowed to derive an improved set of
effective dipole parameters for the DP¼12, 13 and 14
series of transitions. The improvement is particularly
important for the DP¼13 series of transitions because
only few line intensities for the strongest 0113-0000 band
of this series were available with very large uncertainties
[7].

As an illustration of the achieved gain, we compare in
Fig. 6, the intensities of two bands 3600-0000 (DP¼12)
and 2112-0000 (DP¼13) centered at 7029.843 and
7443.004 cm�1, respectively, to the corresponding inten-
sity values predicted with the previous set of the effective
dipole moment parameters [7]. The residuals reach 100%
while the experimental values are satisfactorily repro-
duced with the new set of parameters.

In order to provide complete information for 14N2
16O in

the 6950–7653 cm
�1

range, we provide as Supplementary
Material, calculated position and line intensities for the
whole set of 14N2

16O bands reported in Ref. [5]. The line
intensities are calculated with the help of the eigenfunctions
of the effective Hamiltonian from Ref. [12] and the effective
dipole moment parameters obtained in this work.
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